
The Pyxis interferometer is a ground pathfinder for this 
eventual CubeSat space interferometer2, in turn a 

demonstrator for a full-sized space interferometer such as 
the proposed LIFE initiative1.
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• Consists of three robots with three sets of motors 
and actuators, to provide six axis control (see figure 
2 opposite). 

• A goniometer is placed on the top platform to 
provide even finer control. 

Mechanical Control

• Two custom made RC telescopes, diamond-turned 
out of solid aluminium, with an aperture of 10cm. 
This negates any thermally induced optical 
aberrations.

Telescope

• A star-tracker that can provide accurate pointing 
and orientation at sub-arcminute precision at >2Hz.

• A fiber-laser gyroscope to identify the relative 
angular position of the two side platforms.

Angular Control

• A "time-of-flight" (TOF) photodiode system to obtain 
coarse relative distances.

• An interferometric sensor to provide positions with 
sub-μm precision and nm/s velocities3. Design is 
based on an integrated photonic chip.

Interferometric 
Distance Metrology

• Optical unit that takes the light from the two 
telescopes and injects it into the science beam 
combiner with equal optical path lengths. 

• Implements a delay line through the use of a linear 
stage with ~50nm precision.

Fiber Injection

• Obtains visibilities through polarimetrically and 
spectrally dispersed fringes (see figure 3 below).

• Uses a tricoupler photonic chip4 to obtain 
instantaneous visibilities on minimal pixels without 
delay modulation, maximising SNR.

Science Beam 
Combiner

ABSTRACT

Space interferometry is the inevitable endpoint of high angular
resolution astrophysics, and a key technology that can be
leveraged to analyse exoplanet formation and atmospheres with
exceptional detail. Here, we present the science case for space
interferometry - in particular how such a concept can overcome
difficulties in angular resolution and contrast requirements. We will
then discuss Pyxis, a ground based pathfinder for space
interferometry currently being developed at Mt Stromlo Observatory,
with description of its system architecture and the current status of
the project, including the functional 7-axis robotic platform and
scientific beam combiner.

Figure 1 (above): System schematic of the Pyxis interferometer, 
showing the various subsystems and how they interact.

Figure 2 (below): 3D model  of one of the Pyxis robots, 
highlighting key components.

Figure 3: Experimental setup 
of the Science Beam 
Combiner. Viewable here are 
the Wollaston and dispersion 
prisms to provide spectral and 
polarimetric information, as 
well as the tricoupler photonic 
chip.

The Pyxis interferometer is composed of three autonomous robots;
two of which act as telescopes and one which performs the duties of a
beam combiner. The interferometer will be based at Mt Stromlo
Observatory and consists of 6 subsystems. A schematic of the full
interferometer is shown in figure 1, and each system is described
further below.

Currently, key answers about the formation of terrestrial sized
exoplanets around solar type stars and their atmospheres remain
out of reach. Most of the current information we have obtained
about exoplanets have been through indirect methods such as
through radial velocities and transits; such methods have implicit
biases and are not sensitive to Earth analogues. Even with ELT
class telescopes, the resolution required to directly image a
substantial quantity of this class of planets lies in the realm of long
baseline interferometry. Interferometers in turn are greatly limited
by their sensitivity; a problem due to the extreme difference in flux
between planets and their host stars. A space interferometer,
where one obtains the benefits of high angular resolution from
interferometry, along with the sensitivity and long integration times
of a space telescope, is a key technology that can be used to
answer these types of questions.

Space interferometry was studied extensively in the early to late
2000s, but the large costs and inadequate technology readiness
resulted in large missions such as ESA’s Darwin and NASA’s
Terrestrial Planet Finder Interferometer (TPF-I) being cancelled
after their investigation stage. However, advancements in satellite
formation flying and long baseline interferometry, combined with
the increasing interest in the direct imaging of exoplanets, have
lead to a resurgence in this field. In particular, a revised Darwin-like
mission LIFE (Large Interferometer For Exoplanets)1 is being
considered as part of ESA’s Voyage 2050 program. To assist with
the technology development in this field, Hansen and Ireland2
proposed a CubeSat mission to demonstrate the metrology and
formation-flight systems required for a large-scale mission.


